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A semiclassical approach to Coulomb scattering of conduction electrons
on ionized impurities in nondegenerate semiconductors

N. A. Poklonski,a) S. A. Vyrko, V. I. Yatskevich,b) and A. A. Kocherzhenko
Belarusian State University, pr. F. Skarina 4, BLR-220050 Minsk, Republic of Belarus
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In the proposed model of mobility, the time of electron–ion interaction equals the time taken by the
conduction electron to pass a spherical region, corresponding to one impurity ion in crystal, and the
minimum scattering angle is determined after Conwell–Weisskopf. We consider the acts of electron
scattering on ions as independent and incompatible events. It is shown in the approximation of
quasimomentum relaxation time, that for nondegenerate semiconductors, the mobilitym i , limited
by the elastic scattering by impurity ions with the concentrationNi , is proportional toT/Ni

2/3; the
Hall factor equals 1.4. The calculated dependences of the mobility of the majority charge carriers
upon their concentration for different temperaturesT agree well with known experimental data. It is
shown, that the Brooks–Herring formulamBH}T3/2/Ni gives overestimated values of mobility.
Comparison of the calculations of mobility in degenerate semiconductors with experimental data
also yieldsm i,mBH . © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1573735#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concentration of ionized impurities in crystal is us
ally evaluated from the comparison of experimental cha
carrier mobilitym i , limited by the elastic scattering by ion
with the calculatedmBH by the Brooks–Herring~BH! for-
mula ~see, for example, Refs. 1–6!. But, as noted in Ref. 7
the concentration of donors, found usingmBH from the Hall
mobility of electrons in then part of the InSb ingot with a
p-n junction measured atT577 K, is several times greate
than those found from the distribution curve of donors alo
the ingot. The conclusion thatm i,mBH is confirmed by the
comparison of experimental data for different semicond
tors with the calculations using the BH formula~see Ref. 8!.
The fact thatm i,mBH is also confirmed by the simulation o
the dependence of the drift mobility on the doping impur
concentration using the Monte Carlo method.9

In the BH model, the interaction time of the conductio
electron with one impurity ion is nominally taken to be in
nite. In the Conwell–Weisskopf~CW! model2–6,10 the mini-
mum scattering angle~maximum impact parameter! is intro-
duced. It is known, that in numerical simulation of th
dependence of the drift velocity of the electrons on
electric-field strength inn GaAs11 the CW model gives bette
agreement with experiment than the BH model. When sim
lating the scattering by impurity ions in semiconductors
the Monte Carlo method,12 the Ridley approximation4 is
used, which reconciles the BH and CW models by introd
ing the geometrical probability that the ion is the near
scattering center for the conduction electron. Moreover,
pointed out in Ref. 6: ‘‘. . . it is difficult to observe experi-
mentally a m i}T3/2 behavior over a wide temperatur
range.’’
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The purpose of this work is to calculate the electr
~hole! mobility in relaxation time approximation under th
condition, that the act of elastic pure Coulomb scattering
an ion continues only during the time taken by the cond
tion electron to pass a spherical region of the crystal, co
sponding to one impurity ion, and the minimum scatteri
angle is defined in accordance with CW.

Let us consider the crystalline semiconductor of volum
V, which contains impurity ions with concentrationNi .
Thus, the number of ions in the crystal isNiV. We will
describe the electron in the effective-mass approximation
the wave function in the plane wave formck
5V21/2exp(ikr ), wherek is the quasiwave vector,r is the
coordinate of the electron. In such a description, the elec
plane wave interacts with all impurity ions of the crystal.

The transport relaxation timetk of the quasiwave vecto
k of the electron with the kinetic energyE5(\k)2/2m for
elastic, independent, and incompatible scattering onNiV im-
purity ions of the same type in the crystal is given by:2,3,13

1

tk
5NiV(

k8
Wk8k~12cosu!dk8k

5
NiV

2

~2p!3E Wk8k ~12cosu!dS k82k

k Dd3k8, ~1!

whereNi is the concentration of impurity ions,Wk8k is the
electron scattering probability per unit time into the ang
u5(k,k8̂) induced by the spherically symmetric Coulom
potential of an ion,dk8k is the Kronecker delta,d((k8
2k)/k) is the dimensionless Dirac delta function introduc
to take into account the conservation law of quasiwave v
tor absolute value (k85k) in elastic scattering,\5h/2p is
Plank’s constant, andm is the electron effective mass.

In the first order of perturbation theory, the ratio of th
probability of electron transition betweenk and k8 states
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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with E andE8 energies to the ‘‘duration’’tc of an impurity
ion influenceUk8k upon the electron is equal:14

Wk8k5
2

tc
U Uk8k

E82E
U2H 12cosF tc

\
~E82E!G J , ~2!

when the probability of elastic scattering of electron by
ion tcWk8k!1.

II. MAIN IDEA OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Let us consider a doped semiconductor with impur
ions of one type in the charge stateZÞ0. The first assump-
tion is that the impurity ion with the chargeZe does not
possess internal degrees of freedom and scatters the ele
with quasimomentum\k elastically. The second assumptio
is that the conduction electron~regarded as a reasonab
well-localized wave packet! interacts with one impurity ion
only during the timetc'2R/v52Rm/\k, where v is the
electron velocity, R5(4pNi /3)21/3 is the radius of the
spherical region of the crystal associated with an ion.15 After
interaction with an ion during the timetc , the electron scat-
ters on the next ion over the same period of time and so
i.e., scattering occurs permanently.16 Then, the minimum
scattering angleu i of the electron on the Coulomb potenti
Ze/4per , wheree5e re0 is the static permittivity of a non-
doped crystal,e0 is the electric constant, and the duratio
tc5R(2m/E)1/2 of the scattering act are bound up by a re
tion from classical mechanics:17

cot
u i

2
5

4pebmv2

uZue2
5tc

4pe

uZue2 S 2

mD 1/2

E3/2, ~3!

where the maximum impact parameterb5R is determined
from the relation 4pR3/351/Ni .

Note, that introduction of the finite interaction timetc of
the electron with an impurity ion and minimum scatteri
angleu i makes the problem classical.

So, when determining the action sphere of an impu
ion upon the conduction electron, we follow the C
model,2–6,10 but additionally take into account the finitene
of time tc of the Coulomb interaction of the electron with a
ion. The lower bound on the angleu i and upper on the time
tc make consecutive scattering acts of the conduction e
tron by different impurity ions independent and incompatib
events.18 According to Ref. 19, the condition of validity o
classical mechanics while obtaining formula~3! is the mi-
nuteness of the electron de Broglie wavelength in comp
son to the size of the scatterer: 2p/k!2R. It should be noted
that at scattering, the form of the wave function does
change, only the direction of the electron quasiwave vec
changes.

For the energy of Coulomb interaction of a conducti
electron with an ionU(r )52Ze2/4per we have:14

Uk8k5E
V
ck8

* U~r !ck d3r→U~k,u!52
Ze2

Ve q2
, ~4!

where \q5\uk82ku52\k sin(u/2) is the absolute value
of electron quasimomentum transfer at elastic scatte
(uk8u5uku) on the angleu; ck8

* 5V21/2exp(2ik8r).
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According to Ref. 14, the sufficient condition for th
validity of formula ~4! is kR@1. The same condition, in Ref
19, denotes the range of validity for formula~3!.

For tc!\/uE82Eu, when in the scattering act on an im
purity ion, the electron changes only the direction
motion,20 formula ~2! is transformed according to Ref. 14 i
the following way:21

Wk8k→
tc

\2
uU~k,u!u25

2Rm

\3k
uU~k,u!u2, ~5!

whereU(k,u) is found from Eq.~4!.
Substitution of Eq.~5! into Eq. ~1! taking into account

Eqs.~4! and ~3! gives

1

tk
5S 3

4p D 1/3S Ze2

4pe D 2 Ni
2/3

\E
lnF11S 8peRE

uZue2 D 2G . ~6!

Note, that from Eqs.~2!–~5!, the averaged by angle
frequencyn i of elastic collisions of the electron having th
kinetic energyE with ionized impurities can be written in th
form:

n i5
NiV

2

~2p!3E0

`E
u i

p

Wk8k dS k82k

k D2p sinudu k82 dk8

5
NiR

2\E S Ze2

4pe D 2

cot2
u i

2
5

3

2p\
E.

The impurity scattering limited mobility of a conductio
electronm i5e^t&/m is determined by the average relaxatio
time4–6,22

^t&5E
0

`

tkE
3/2

] f

]E
dES E

0

`

E3/2
] f

]E
dED 21

, ~7!

wheref 5$11exp@(E2EF)/kBT#%21 is the Fermi–Dirac func-
tion, EF is the Fermi energy, andkBT is the thermal energy

The calculation of^t& for nondegenerate conductio
electrons, whenf 'exp@(EF2E)/kBT#, will be performed
using the standard method.4–6,10 Namely, the function
ln$11@8peRE/(uZue2)#2% at energyE5(\k)2/2m can be taken
outside the integral in the numerator~7!, when according to
Eqs.~7! and ~6!, the expressionE5/2exp@(EF2E)/kBT# under
the integral sign as a function ofE reaches its maximum
value. This procedure corresponds toE55kBT/2. Then, as
follows from formulas ~6! and ~7!, the Hall factor
^t2&/^t&251.4, and the mobility

m i5
5

2 S 4p

3 D 1/3\~4pe!2kBT

e3mZ2Ni
2/3

1

ln~11g!
, ~8!

whereg525@3/(4pNi)#2/3(4pekBT)2/(Z2e4).
Formula ~8! is applicable to conduction electrons wit

the mean thermal energy (\kt)
2/2m53kBT/2 and wave-

length 2p/kt , whenktR.1.
It should be noted here, that the value of the Hall fac

^t2&/^t&251.4 obtained from Eq.~6! agrees more closely
with experimental data for nondegenerate crystallinep type
semiconductors with prevailing scattering of holes by imp
rity ions,23,24 than ^t2&/^t&251.93, which is obtained from
BH and CW models.2,6
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Let us consider the case, when inn-type crystal, the
impurity ions of different types are presented, so that
electroneutrality equation takes the form:n5( j (zZNjz ,
wheren is the concentration of conduction electrons, andNjz

is the concentration of ions of typej in the charge stateZ( j ).
We are assuming that the minimum scattering anglesu i for
the impurities of typej in the charge statesuZ( j )u.1 and
uZu51 are the same, i.e.,u i(Z( j ))5u i(uZu51). Then, ac-
cording to Eq.~3!, for the maximum impact parameterbjz

5Rjz of electron scattering on the ion with the chargeZ( j )e,
we havebjz5Rjz5uZ( j )uR1 , whereb15R1 is the maximum
impact parameter for the ion in the charge stateuZu51. The
concentration of all impurity ions in the crystal( j (zÞ0Njz

satisfies the condition: 4p/3( j (zÞ0Rjz
3 Njz51, so that

( j (zÞ0uZu3Njz53/(4pR1
3). The time of interaction of the

electron with an impurity ion~chargeZe) is tc'2Rjz /v
52Rjzm/\k, whereRjz5uZuR1 for all j and ZÞ0. In for-
mulas~6! and~8!, the presence of a different sort of ions m
be considered by substituting:

Z2Ni
2/3→S (

j
(

z
NjzuZu3D 2/3

.

It should be noted, that if the anisotropy of quasimome
tum relaxation time in a multivalley semiconductor at elas
scattering on the ionized impurities can be neglected, t
the mobility of electrons, say, inn Si is m i* 5e^t&/mc

5(m/mc)m i , wherem5md/62/350.36m0 and mc50.28m0

are the density of states and electric conductivity effect
masses for one of the six equivalent valleys, respectively;m0

is the mass of a free electron.
The electron mobility in a nondegenerate semiconduc

limited by the elastic scattering on impurity ions~concentra-
tion Ni and chargeZe) according to BH model1–6 is

mBH5
27/2~4pe!2~kBT!3/2

p3/2e3m1/2Z2Ni@ ln~11b!2b/~11b!#
, ~9!

whereb5(24me/n)(kBT/e\)2.
The electron mobility by the CW model4–6,10,25is

mCW5mBH

ln~11b!2b/~11b!

ln~11a!
, ~10!

where a5(4pe/(Ze2))2(3kBT)2/Ni
2/3 and mBH is defined

by formula ~9!.

III. COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATIONS WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The calculation of the electron mobility in nondegene
ate gas of electronsm will be carried out assuming, tha
m215m l

211m i
21 , wherem l is the phonon scattering limite

electron mobility in the crystal, andm i is the impurity ion
scattering limited mobility.

Different experimental data26–30 on the dependence o
the mobility of electrons on their concentrationn5(1
2K)N at T577– 80 K inn InSb crystals with average com
pensation ratioK'0.15 is shown in Fig. 1. Here,K is the
ratio of concentration of totally ionized hydrogenlike acce
tors (Z521) to donors (Z511); Ni5(11K)N is the con-
centration of impurity ions andN is the concentration o
Downloaded 02 Jun 2003 to 129.49.37.178. Redistribution subject to A
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donors. The mobilities of electrons~whenm l was estimated
by Refs. 7 and 26 as 1.53106 cm2 V21 s21) were calculated
using formulas~9!, ~10!, and ~8! with the following param-
eters:e r517.8 andm50.013m0 .31 The arrow in Fig. 1 in-
dicates the concentrationn5Nc[2(2pmkBT)3/2/(2p\)3 of
conduction electrons, above which their degeneration beg

As seen in Fig. 1, formula~8! describes experimenta
data on mobility over a wide range of majority carrier co
centrations. The conditionktR.1, where\kt5(3mkBT)1/2

is thermal quasimomentum of electrons,R5(4p(1
1K)N)/3)21/3, is satisfied. Note, that the BH~9! and CW
~10! formulas give overestimated values of mobility.
should be noted, that forn InSb crystals in Fig. 1, the
density-of-states effective mass of electrons does not dep
on their concentration.31 Note, that our calculations for othe
nondegenerate semiconductors with isotropic effect
masses of conduction electrons also confirm the conclus
of papers~Refs. 7–9 and 12!.

Thus, the model of majority charge carrier mobility, lim
ited by elastic scattering on randomly distributed in crys
ionized impurities, is presented. The finiteness of elect
~hole! interaction time with an ion and impact paramet
limitations are considered simultaneously. It is shown, t
the mobility of charge carriers in a crystalline semiconduct
calculated using our model agrees more closely to exp
mental data over a wide range of concentrations of the d
ing impurities and temperatures, than BH~9! and CW~10!
formulas.
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